
- Meeting with Louise Kadar of MTB to discuss new products and need to 
plot old NSRs. 

- Placated an irate member of the public who was kicked-off the Ashlu 
Mine site (which has suffered more than its share of vandalism in the 

telephone link from the gate to the mine. Seems reasonable to me! 
~ 1 1  past). The owners have gated and posted the area and supplied a <fi 4. 

- Prepared a talk for KEG and made progress on Southwestern Region 
Annual Report (75% done). Many thanks to Bob Lane for his assistance in 
generating maps, tables, slides etc.. He will definately be missed in 
Vancouver. 

- Held two student telephone "interviews" for resource based school 
projects. 

- Fielded two requests for  information from the film industry. One was 
for suggestions as to where they might site an underwater ship-wreck 
scene. The other was for basic information on mining and exploration in 
B.C. from a company scoping a four part series on Exploration and 
Mining in Canada. 

- Query from the  British Consulate about information on Mining in B.C. 

- Note that in the absence of Tom and Bob there were Ear mote general 
request for information than usual. These included calls for 
information on explosives licencing, water licencing, availability of 
vesicular basalt, access to hot-springs, gravel pit documentation, 
availability of forms on disc etc. 

Robert Pinsent 
Regional Geologist, 
Southwestern Region 
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